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The intralogistics at the 
factories today and their 

challenges



Currently in the factories

 Currently there are plenty of material moved by 
people, people moving carts, tuggers and forklifts.

 This kind of transportation is no flexible, highly 
difficult to trace, unsafe and not aligned with the 
current needs of the factories.

 Companies must move different parts in their 
factories, from small products up to heavy and big 
parts, including pallets, to complete the 
intralogistics process.



The complete process in a factory today



The complete process in a factory today

2. Work in Progress 1. Lineside Replenishment 

3. Finished goods to pack/inspec. 4. Warehouse (recv./ship.)



Customer’s challenges
Lineside Replenishment 

Raw material reduces space
Difficult to modify the 
manufacturing flow

Driven vehicles delivering raw 
material cause accidents

Human errors confusing 
machines

AGV’s, high maintenance and no 
flexibility because of magnetic guides



Customer’s challenges
Work in Progress

Injuries because of people 
moving goods

High qualified people loosing 
time for skilled operations

Material damage because of 
wrong manipulation

Few space and no flexibility in the 
production area because of conveyors.

Limited space makes difficult the 
intralogistics



Customer’s challenges
Finished goods to pack/inspec.

Waste material must be removed 
by workers and reduces space

Manual traceability and 
inspection areas too occupied

Special processes and temporary hires 
for small batches of seasonal items

Manual movement of carts causes damage 
to the facilities, high maintenance and 

injuries to the workers



Customer’s challenges
Warehouse (recv./ship.)

Pallets are moved one by one, 
too many movements.

Space is not optimized in the 
warehouse

Empty pallets must be removed manually, 
waste of time and space in warehouse

Driving vehicles moving finished 
goods cause accidents



OMRON i-Automation 
solutions with Autonomous 

Mobile Robots



The OMRON solution ROBOTICS
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OMRON Autonomous Mobile Robots

OMRON mobile robots are 
autonomous mobile robots (AMRs) 
designed to dramatically increase 
productivity in manufacturing and 
logistics operations.

OMRON mobile robots increase 
throughput, eliminate errors and 
improve material traceability.

CONFIDENTIAL B



The Omron AMR family

Solution 
oriented

Payload
60kg 90kg 105kg 130kg 250kg

OEM

Cart 
Transporter

LD-60/90 (kg) LD-250 (kg)

LD-105/130CT (kg)

1500kg

HD-1500 (kg)



The difference is flexibility

OMRON AMR AGV

Set Up Ready to go after  

simple mapping
Requires navigation
guides

Navigation

Needs guides, such as
floor

Obstacles Safely avoids obstacles  

without stopping

Stops at obstacles and  

remains still until obstacles  

are removed

Map
Change

Easy Factory modifications

Changing  

Destinations
Easy Factory modifications

Scalability Easy Factory modifications

Why AMR’s instead of AGV’s ?

Unlike autonomous 

mobile robots  (AMRs), 

automated guides 

vehicles  (AVGs) require 

guides, which restrict  

their options for routing.

Navigates autonomously and 
safely without physical guides 
magnets or beacons



Why AMR’s instead of Forklifts ?

 Human qualified drivers are required.

 Continuous trainings to the drivers.

 Accidents become in injuries to the 
facilities and risk to people.

 Waste of money because of the 
accidents in the facilities.

 3 drivers and 1 vehicle to cover 3 shifts.

 Possible human errors dropping the 
pallets.

 Very difficult to manage traceability.

 No people are required.

 Trainings are reduced drastically.

 360º safety, even in vertical direction with 
Side Lasers.

 Maintenance is reduced drastically.

 1 vehicle to cover 3 shifts.

 No errors.

 Traceability is part of the system.

 ROI benefits.



The complete process in a factory today

2. Work in Progress 1. Lineside Replenishment 

3. Finished goods to pack/inspec. 4. Warehouse (recv./ship.)



OMRON solution
Lineside Replenishment 

Material arrives on demand with 
LD-250/HD-1500. Save space.

Material flow redesign by the AMR 
software easily.

One LD-250/HD-1500 covers 
3 shifts. Zero accidents.

Material correctly placed by LD-
250/HD-1500, no damages. No errors

Remove magnetic guides thanks to natural 
navigation. No maintenance, savings.



OMRON solution
Work in Progress

LD’s pick-up/drop-off the material. Avoiding 
manual movements, zero injuries

Releasing skilled operators.
Increasing productivity and quality.

Material is automatically manipulated. 
No errors, avoiding material damages

LD’s can connect machines avoiding 
conveyors and providing flexibility

LD’s can go through narrow spaces to 
facilitate material flow



OMRON solution
Finished goods to pack/inspec.

People forget about waste material which is 
automatically removed by LD’s. Save space.

Flexibility and winning time in the 
inspection area thanks to MoMa.

Intralogistics adapted to the production 
needs automatically. HMLV 

Avoiding manual cart movements. Cart 
Transporter reduces maintenance and time 

consuming.



OMRON solution
Warehouse (recv./ship.)

One robot can carry up to two pallets at 
the same time. Reduce bottlenecks

Smart automatic storage 
based on real occupation.

Empty pallets can be automatically 
replaced just when needed

One LD-250/HD-1500 covers 
3 shifts. Zero accidents.



The complete process in a flexible factory



Manage Fleets of Up to 100 Robots

o Displays robot location, status and job queue.

o Selects fastest routes based on traffic.

o Identifies blocked paths and creates 

alternative routes.

o Coordinating collective robot motion.

o Centralized configuration management.

o Fleet Simulator based on real-world facilities.
CONFIDENTIAL B

The brain of your logistics



Made for Flexible Manufacturing Systems

NEXT  

JOB4

CURRENT  

JOB1

JOBS

JOB1 JOB 2       JOB3

JOB 5       JOB6
JOB1 JOB4

JOB4

321

REVISEDFLOORPLAN

DESTINATIONADDED

DOCKINGSTATION

FLEET  
MANAGER

MES/ ERP/ WMS

Optimize Efficiency Maximize Uptime Increase Flexibility

1. Intelligent Job
Assignment

2. Managed Motion

3. Traffic Control

4. Automatic Updates

5. Charge Management

6. Easy Integration with 
IT Systems



The complete process in a flexible factory with OMRON



Intralogistics integrated with your factory

Fleet Manager

Fleet of AMR’s

Proprietary 
Protocol

Open Interfaces

Shop Floor 
Lines/MachinesPlant Systems

Developed using standard 
programming languages

Application
Integration layer



The voice of customers



Challenge/Application details

Omron Solution

Insert here the application 

video or picture…

Customer Benefits

TePe

 Location: Malmo, Sweden.

 Flexible manufacturing application of oral hygiene 

products for the dental industry, operating 24/7, 

producing toothbrushes and dental sticks. 

 LD-90 robots move boxes to different locations. 

 LD-90 brings boxes of secondary packaged products 

up and down elevators to conveyor at shipping dock. 

 LD-90 (2), SCARA (1), AnyFeeder (1), Parallel robots 

(3), Vision, Safety, ACE Software.

 Their decision to use OMRON’s full automation 

solution was an easy choice because of the easy 

integration and full automation platform. 

 They also valued the flexible manufacturing 

application and getting everything from one source. 

 TePe wanted a new manufacturing line to deliver higher speed 
and throughput compared to the old manufacturing line. 

 ROI in 14 months. 
 TePe can easily reprogram machines to add more quality 

controls and process 300 toothbrush packs per minute 
increasing throughput 10x versus previous manual line. 

 TePe can fulfill existing and new customer demands very quickly, 
which has been a key contributor for annual growth. 

 The OMRON solution has improved flexibility, quality, safety, 
and efficiency for TePe.



Challenge/Application details

Omron Solution

Insert here the application 

video or picture…

Customer Benefits

Diva International

 Location: Spello, Italy.
 Flexible manufacturing application of personal 

hygiene products and thermal bandaids. 
 LD-90 robots move boxes to different locations. 
 LD-90 robots are working in a clean room 

environment avoiding the use of wood pallets 
and other “dirty” solutions. 

 5 LD-90 robots with passive box trasfer
 1 EM2100 fleet manager
Omron PLC for data collecting and 

communication

 Total control and traceability of each single 
box

 No more wood pallets in the area
 Less dust in the air



Thank you!

Omron Electronics Ing. Marco Mina

marco.mina@omron.com

Tel: 3338362255


